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Dear Customer,
 
Regulatory authorities across the global are rapidly moving toward a fully digital data-
driven environment. This means that providing accurate electronic information has
become the key to ensuring compliance for a faster, more e�cient Customs clearance
experience.

Regulatory update: Import Control System 2 (ICS2)

March 2023, the Regulatory authorities in the European Union (EU) will implement
phase 2 of a new security screening system known as Import Control System 2 (ICS2).
 
All goods, transported by air either destined to (or transiting via) the European Union,
Switzerland & Norway are in scope of ICS2. Given that DHL Express works to ensure the
fastest possible transit time, airplanes may be routed through the EU at any time.
Therefore, all shipments from any origin to any destination worldwide may be
impacted by the upcoming ICS2.
 
As an important part of this process, authorities closely review your Commercial/
Proforma Invoice. So, by sharing a precise description of your goods with DHL
electronically on your Commercial invoice, including the correct HS code, clearance of
your shipment can begin immediately – and we can deliver it even more quickly.

Detailed and accurate electronic data means quicker delivery

MyDHL+ makes it easy

When you ship online with MyDHL+ and provide electronic Commercial/ Proforma
Invoice data, we’ll help you:

Describe the items in your shipment completely and accurately
Submit your shipment details and invoice data electronically

Accelerate process by
sending accurate data to

DHL

Avoid delays caused by

missing or wrong

information

Ensure a smooth
Customs Clearance

experience
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Ensure that your customs declaration is submitted to Customs Authorities before
your shipment lands (where allowed)

 
Please click on the button below for more detail about electronic data quality.

Thank you for relying on DHL, the International Specialists. If you have any questions
about electronic invoice data or you want to learn more about how you can help speed up
your Customs clearance process, please contact your DHL Sales Representative.

Sincerely,
DHL Express
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